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The paper aims at assessing the risk return relations of banking sector stock in
Dhaka stock exchange. A sample of 29 listed banks were selected from Dhaka
Stock Exchange. Various statistical tools were accompanied with risk adjusted
performance measures suggested by Jenson, Treynor and Sharpe are
employed widely known as Treynor ratio, Sharpe ratio, and Jensen's alpha.
This study found that samplestocks was showndownward trend in regards to
annualized monthly return in comparison to market return. According to
CAPM about 60% of sample stocks were shown positive results but lower than
risk free rate means no market risk premium to investors.Risk adjusted
measures also shown that all stocks were under performing with less
diversification opportunities. Correlation matrix shown that The City Bank
and Uttara Bank Limited with 80% has an option to create portfolio.
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Introduction
The relationship between the conditional return and conditional
variance of asset returns, also referred to as the risk-return relation, has
key relevance in areas within financial economics such as optimal
portfolio choice and risk analysis (Aslanidis et. al.,2013).Economic
and financial theories assume that a rational investor would consider a
number of factors in making aninvestment decisionOne of such
considerations is the expected return on investment, which is premised
on the factthat in embarking on any investment (Nwude, 2012)The
concept of risk/return suggests that low levels of investment risk will
result in potentially lower returns, while high levels of risk will
generate potentially higher returns. Of course, there are no guarantees.
While increased risk offers the possibility of higher returns, it also can
lead to bigger losses.Thus, it is believed that no rational investor would
deliberately embark on an investment, which would place him in a
financial disadvantage. However, this is not to say that arational
investor cannot invest in an instrument or venture, which would in the
short-run yield no return or indeed result in losses. The anticipated
future returns on such an investment should of course, outweigh
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current losses. Rational investors always try to reduce the
gap between return on investment and associated level of
risk.
Return on investment (ROI) used as an indicator of
measuring performance of investment as well as significant
factor for investment decision as well. Every investment
decision put into action on the basis of its risk return
proposition, every acceptable investment shows less per unit
risk with expected return of investment. Every rational
investorconsiders numerous variables other than expect
return and risk like investment area, time to tide up funds,
socio economic conditions.
Literature review
The relationship between return and risk has motivated lots
of research in both the theoretical and the empirical field for
many years. Many of the asset pricing models are based on
this fundamental financial relationship and a good
comprehension of the dynamics of return and risk is
essential to understand these models. One of the most cited
theoretical works in the financial literature analyzing the
relationship between return and risk is Merton's (1973)
intertemporal capital asset pricing model (ICAPM).Despite
the important role of this trade-off in the financial literature,
there is no clearconsensus about its empirical evidence.
Harry Markowitz introduced new dimension of security
return when he considered portfolio of securities insteadof
finding out single security return and risk in 1952 published
in Journal of Finance. Markowitz consideredoverall risk and
return of the securities in a portfolio. He asserted that overall
risk on the securities could beminimized by
diversification.James Tobin (1958) advanced Markowitz's
work by adding risk free asset in theportfolio. Sharp (1964)
introduced the concept of CAPM, which notified that
security return depends on themarket performance.
Nwude(2012) assess return on investment with evidence of
banking sector indicating that
Mohammad, Serajul&Mustafa (2010) test the validity of
CAPM covering period 1998 to 2008 of Dhaka Stock
Exchange, study found that less significant implication of
CAMP in determining expected return, it is happened due to
limited variables.
Mostofa(2010) investigate return on investment on the basis
of sector wise investment evidence from Dhaka stock
exchange. Study found that out of 10 samples industry only
banking industry shows higher expected return with
significant influence by mice economic variables.
Narasimhan, Roman& Joshua (2010) investigate
performance of private equity considering market price,
study indicate that equity return is negatively related with
book value of listed companies.
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Grinblatt et al (1998:106) and Ross et al (1996:221) state
that return is profit divided by amount invested which
theystated as R= (D1+P1-P0)/P0 where P1 is the end of the
period value of the investment(that is, the price one
wouldreceive for the investment at the end of the period), P0
is the beginning of the period value of the investment(that
isthe amount paid to acquire the investment), D1 is the cash
reward received from the investment over the period.
Tothem, return on asset is same as accounting rate of return,
which is accounting profit earned on a project divided bythe
amount invested to acquire the project's assets.
Problem of the study
This study tries to examine the relations between risk and
expected return with likely trend over the period focusing
selection of stock for investment with combination of
different statistical tools.
Objective of the study
i) To measure the growth oriented Mutual Fund are earning
higher returns than market Portfolio..
ii) To find out those stocks offering the advantages of
diversification.
iii) To analyze the excess return per unit of risk evidenced by
mutual fund of public sector and private sector.
Scope of the study
The scope of the study is limited to growth schemes in
Bangladesh for the period January '12 to June '13 and use
29 listed banks for the study out of 30 currently treaded
in the market.
Secondary Data: The study has been carried out entirely on
the basis secondary source. The major sources of secondary
data are as given below:
Daily General index obtained from Dhaka Stock exchange
the proxy for the market return in the study.
Research Methodology
This study has been designed on the following ways
Research approach: Exploratory research methods apply
in this connection and interpret the research outcome
accordingly.
Sampling technique: in case of selecting sample for
research purpose, here random sampling technique follow
which means 29 banks are select on random basis
considering one criterion such that schemes should treaded
before January 01, 2012. For market return calculation DES
all shares index consider as market representative and return
uses as benchmark for comparison
Time horizon:The studies consider those banks which are
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traded about last 18 months in the market. Research period
started from 1st January, 2012 to 30th June, 2013
Sources of data: Both primary and secondary data has been
collected in this regard. Mostly data collected from
secondary sources. Primary data has been collected from
direct interview of different market experts and investors.
Procedure of data analysis:Different statistical tools and
financial models are used to evaluate the performance of
mutual funds. Specially mean return, covariance, coefficient
of correlation, beta coefficient, Sharpe index, Treynor index
and Jensen alpha
Measuring risk and return of mutual funds
Risk-free rate of return: There are two basic criteria, one
the security should be highly liquid and another is that it
should be capable of generating a return, with negligible
variation from expected returns. 91 days treasury bills falls
within this yardstick. Return on 91 days T-bills has been
taken as surrogate measure of risk-free return for the period
fromJanuary '12 to June '13have been collected from the
website of government securities.
Return
For each mutual fund scheme under study, the monthly
returns are computed as:
Where,
Ri=Return of fund during period over 12 months
p1=Value of the Fund at the end of period 1
p0=Value of the Fund at the start of period
The market returns are computed on similar lines with
General as benchmark. The return on the market portfolio is
computed as:

Beta is measure of Systematic Risk or non-diversifiable risk.
It measures the sensitivity of the stock with reference to a
broad based market index.

Coefficient of Variation (CV):It means risk per unit of return
i.e. standard deviation/mean. It measured the degree of
variation relative to mean as a percentage.
Co-efficient of Determination (R2): i.e., the extent to which
the movement in the fund can be explained by
corresponding benchmark index
Coefficient of Variation (CV):It means risk per unit of
return i.e. standard deviation/mean. It measured the degree
of variation relative to mean as a percentage.
Co-efficient of Determination (R2): i.e., the extent to which
the movement in the fund can be explained by
corresponding benchmark index
Measuring performance of funds
For further evaluating the performance of mutual funds, the
risk-return relation models given by Sharpe (1966), Treynor
(1965) and Jensen (1968) have been applied
Jack Treynor (1965) conceived an index of portfolio
performance measure called as reward to volatility ratio,
based on systematic risk. He assumes that the investor can
eliminate unsystematic risk by holding a diversified
portfolio. Hence his performance measure denoted as T is
the excess return over the risk free rate per unit of systematic
risk, in other words it indicates risk premium per unit of
systematic risk.
Treynor's index =
Where,
RJ=Portfolio returns over a period j

Where, Rm- return on market
Risk
Standard deviation is measure of total risk. The square root
of the variance is called the standard deviation σ = Var (r).
The standard deviation and the variance are equally
acceptable and equivalent quantitative measures of an
asset's total risk. The variance and standard deviation are
computed from average monthly returns.

Rf=Risk-free return over a period f
p0=Value of the Fund at the start of period
β = Market-risk, beta coefficient p
If TP of the mutual fund scheme is greater than (Rm-Rf) then
the scheme has out performed the market. The major
limitation of the Treynor Index is that it can be applied to the
schemes with positive betas during the bull phase of the
market. The results will mislead if applied during bear phase
of the market to the schemes with negative betas. The second
limitation is it ignores the reward for unsystematic or unique
risk.
Sharpe's Ratio
Sharpe (1966) devised an index of portfolio performance
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measure, referred to as reward to variability ratio denoted by
S He assumes that small investor invests fully in the mutual
fundand does not hold any portfolio to eliminate
unsystematic risk and hence demands a premium for the
total risk.
Sharpe ratio
RJ=Portfolio returns over a period j
Rf=Risk-free return over a period
σ = Total risk, standard deviation of portfolio return j
If Sj of the mutual fund scheme is greater than that of the
market portfolio, the fund has outperformed the market. The
superiority of the Sharpe ratio over the Treynor ratio is, it
considers the point whether investors are reasonably
rewarded for the total risk in comparison to the market. A
mutual fund scheme with a relatively large unique risk may
outperform the market in Treynor's index and may
underperform the market in Sharpe ratio. A mutual fund
scheme with large Treynor ratio and low Sharpe ratio can be
concluded to have relatively larger unique risk. Thus the two
indices rank the funds differently
Jensen's Measure
Jensen (1968) has given different dimension and confined
his attention to the problem of evaluating a fund manager's
ability of providing higher returns to the investors. He
measures the performance as the excess return provided by
the portfolio over the expected (CAPM) returns. The
performance measure, denoted by JP. He assumes that the
investor expects at least CAPM returns.
(Rp) = Rf + βj x [(Rm) – Rf]
Where,
(Rp) = Expected portfolio return during a particular period j
Rf= Risk free interest rate
Rm= return on market/benchmark portfolio
βj= Volatility of portfolio return against that of
marketPortfolio return or portfolio's market risk.
βj, is a measure of systematic risk of the portfolio and
iscalculated using following equationA positive value of J
would indicate that the scheme hasprovided a higher return
over the CAPM return and lies aboveSecurity Market Line
(SML) and a negative value wouldindicate it has provided a
lower than expected returns and liesbelow SML. The Jensen
model assumes that the portfolio isfully invested and is
subjected to the limitations of CAPM.
Data analysis and Findings
Holding period yield (HPY) represents rate of earning from
daily trade of securities means gap between beginning and
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ending price of stock.Appendix - A:shows annualized
holding period yield on the basis of monthly return covering
last 18 months of selected 29 listed banks in DSE. From
table, it is obvious that every stock having negative
annualized return for the last 18 months research period with
market having also negative return of -12.21% indicating
market is in the negative moved. As per annualized HPY
least preferable investment in banking sector is National
Bank Limited having return -76.54%, means stock price
declined significantly and less price declined shows by Brac
Bank Limited by 24.56%. Being rational investors, it is not
worthwhile of having investment in banking sector
considering last 18 months monthly return.
Appendix – B: Revealsthe relationship among different
banking stocks with market, indicating movement of
respective funds return with market return. Value of positive
correlation indicates same way changes with market
changes, which means changing return with market with
proportion to degree of correlation and negative correlation
indicates opposite directions movement against market
return. Range of correlation coefficient of banking stocks
with market from 0.14 to 0.44 and significant number of
stocks correlation is approximate to 40%
From Appendix – B:it is manifested that ISLAMI BANK
BANGLADESH LIMITED shows strong correlation
(0.44) with market among all stocks and having shown least
relations with market of ICB ISLAMIC BANK
LIMITED(0.14). Notable factor from correlation between
stocks with market that is all banking stocks are positively
correlated means that banking stocks move with movement
of market movement.
Value of correlation of determination shows variability of
return with market return. Having higher (R2) means higher
diversification of the stock of portfolio that can easily
contain market variability. It is shown from Appendix – B:
that every stock having positive value of coefficient
determination indicating having diversification
opportunities.
Appendix – C: reveals risk in absolute term i.e., standard
deviation and variance and return sensitivity i.e., beta in
relation to market return movement. Higher standard
deviation represent higher risk, from Appendix – C: it is
obvious that IFIC having highest market sensitivity i.e.,
beta (0.66) followed by ONE BANK LIMITED
(0.55),RUPALI BANK LIMITED (0.53) andRUPALI
BANK LIMITED (0.53) lowest sensitivity shown by ICB
ISLAMIC BANK LIMITED (0.17). it is notable here that
all stocks are positively sensitive towards market return,
with additional market return will increase stock return
proportionately.
While considering absolute risk measurement i.e., standard
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deviation, higher standard deviation indicates higher level
of risk. Form Appendix – C: it is apparent that ONE BANK
LIMITED having higher standard deviation (65%)
followed by IFIC (62%), RUPALI BANK LIMITED
(62%) and havinglowest standard deviation
shownbyISLAMI BANK BANGLADESH LIMITED

Risk free return represents unsystematic risk tends to be zero
i.e., no default risk in connection to return from investment.
According to CAPM expected return of security depends on
risk free return and portfolio premium.
Capital assets pricing modes is widely acceptable for
determining return on stock considering market sensitivity
with adjustment of risk free return. Appendix - D:exhibits
expected return according to CAPM of stocks range from
6.25% to -4.10%. It is also obvious that about 60%stocks
having positive return according to CAPM estimation,
although every stocks shown lower rate of return than risk
free rate. Higherreturn showed by ICB ISLAMIC BANK
LIMITED (6.25%). It is found that risk premium is
negative due to negative market return estimated over the
time i.e., having lowest beta (0.17) of ICB ISLAMIC
BANK LIMITED showedhighest expectedreturn (6.25%).
All stocks of banking sector show lower rate of return in
compare to risk free rate that means there is not additional
risk premium for risky investment in the stock market. Such
situation prevail due to market having negative return with
all stocks positive beta which is less than 1 indicating stocks
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(36%).
Appendix – C: reveals that Coefficient of variation range
from-83% to -216%. Considering value of coefficient of
variation there is no preferable investment opportunities
because of all stocks having higher percentage of risk with
per unit of return.

are less sensitive towards market.It is truly unexpected
situation for current invests and potential investor as well
because of industry as a whole being under performed and
rational investors do not get as expected return from
investment
Risk adjusted performance measurement
Appendix – E: represents risk adjusted performance
measurement index with application of widely accepted
tools namely Sharpe ratio, Treynor index and Jensen's index.
Sharpe ratio indicates reward to variability ratio. It is an
excess returns over risk free return per unit of risk i.e., per
unit of standard deviation. Positive values of Sharpe ratio
designate better performance. It is obvious from Appendix
–Ethatall stocks show negative index signposts lesser
performed of those stocks Brac bank limited having higher
Sharpe ratio(-0.66) followed by Pubali Bank Limited(0.74),having Sharpe ratio negative indicating bad
performance and lesser return from the investment. Positive
value indicating all schemes are favorable option for
investment for current and potential investors.
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Treynor index indicates risk adjusted return i.e., excess
return over risk free rate per unit of systematic risk means
beta. In Appendix – Esecond column shows Treynor index
of different banks and it is similar to Sharpe ratio that is all
stocks having negative index. Among 29 banks Higher
Treynor index shown by Pubali Bank Limited (-.86)
followed by Prime Bank (-.91)even though it is exception
to Sharpe ratio because higher Sharpe ratio indicating stock
should show higher Treynor ratio. According to Sharpe ratio
better performance represent by having higher positive
value of Treynor index.
Jensen's alpha measures differential return of securities. It is
the regression of excess return of the scheme (the dependent
variable) with excess return of the market (the independent
variable). Higher Jensen's alpha indicates better
performance. Higher alpha value found in Brac Bank
limited (-.25), Pubali Bank Limited (-0.29), prime bank
limited (-0.30) indicating better performer among the
selected mutual fund schemes.
Correlation matrix describes correlation among M
variables. It is a square symmetrical MxM matrix with the
(ij)th element equal to the correlation coefficient rij between
the (i)th and the (j)th variable. The diagonal elements
(correlations of variables with themselves) are always equal
to 1.00.Appendix - F: exhibits correlation matrix among all
stocks which gives an idea for selecting stocks in order to
forming portfolio with strongly correlated stocks. From
correlation matrix it is shown correlation among stocks
range from 80% to 8%, strong correlation shows between
The City Bank and Uttara Bank Limited, followed by
Eastern bank limited and AB Bank limited (0.75), Bank
Asia And Southeast Bank Limited (0.70)and having
lowest correlation between The Premier Bank limited and
AB Bank limited (0.08). Correlation matrix shows that
significant numbers of stocks are moderately related having
approximated to 0.65.
Conclusion
Banking industry is significantly dominated by private
commercial banks and institutional performance immensely
influence on stock price. Any decision taken by banks itself
or by regulatory body has influence on stock price and
eventually shake investors expectation. After stock market
scandal in 2009 to2010, most of the investor are reluctant to
go for investment further and the trend still carry on which is
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manifest from the research that is entire banking industry is
still underperforming having negative annualized return
with market negative trend. In order to change such
unexpected market situation requires extensive deregulation
steps with confident building program so that small
investors can come up with investment in the market and
market run with normal process without any manipulation.
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